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. To’ an waaamyaaam; , ~ f'Befit > lmown‘f that I; OTHo Om, .citie‘ 
zen‘ of'the United- States,' residingat the" 
city ofil‘amestown'; in "the county‘of Gha-u‘f 
tauqua ‘ and State ‘ New: York; ‘have’, ‘in 
vented ‘certain’ new‘ and‘useful Improvements 
in lieadlightrAdiustersiiof“v?i'chfths for-‘r 
lowing,‘ taken ‘in? connection withl theiac‘oom-n 
panyins'dmwi?e's, is spe‘ci?sationi ‘ 

. The‘ invention‘relatesto supports-‘for auto 
mobile ‘headlights ‘ similar‘devices ; ‘and . 
the‘ improvement‘ consists‘ in“ providing a 
lamp having a pluralityiof bracket or hinge" 
supports for. attaching the same rigid-1y to 
a frame“ or prop" alt‘ al'predeterinined‘tiltg‘ said 
brackets ‘ being . adj'ustabl‘y cjomple'mentaiy in - 
their action to one another as‘ to height, 
tilt and ‘sidewis'ej adjustment,‘ and "toward? 
thesejends‘ said brackets iarer‘preferably re! 
versible to lower‘or rais‘eisaid-‘lamp, and each 
have a plurality of hinging" andI clamping or ‘ 

‘ rigid attachmentrpointsfand the invention 
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‘ consists‘ in the novel" features ‘and: combina 
tions ‘hereinafter set'forth and claimed.‘ ‘ 
"In the drawings,‘ Figure'flis‘ ‘a perspec 

tive view‘of-a‘n automobile headlight with 
my double ‘complementary bracket or hinge 
support,“ the lamp ‘ being lheldron ‘the ‘ same 
level" that it maybej'iflplaced directly on: 
the ?xedf forked-“standard; "and‘1 Fig. ‘2' is“ 
a similarfview withv marine-‘hinged clips 
of the ‘bracket turnedlso as“ to hold the lamp 
on 1a“ lower levelsin respect? as“ “compared 
with‘ direct’ attachment . to the ‘F forked ‘ sup-_ 
port ;_"~and Fig. 3"‘is'i‘a "perspective view' of 
an ‘automobile lamp directly and ?xedlysup- _ 

. ported on the forked ‘prop or "standa‘rdgand' ‘j 
Fig. 4 is‘a ‘perspectiveview of the preferred 
form of "forked prop for supporting-the 
brackets " ‘Fig.5 is a plan view “of \the‘blank' 
of?" the. preferred‘ ‘form of ,the fork attach 

. ing‘ ‘clip‘of the l'br‘acketpr multiple hinge 
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sripport with the lug at each jend ‘and having 
an adjusting slot‘ in ‘' ‘each ‘lug ‘preparatory 
to formingintd astandard receiving ‘eye‘by 
folding the'lug' ‘ends into nearly contacting ,‘ 
relation, said lug“ endshbeinglsp'aced ‘su?i4 
ciently to permit 1the insertion of’ the simi 
larlyl ‘folded-lug ends of thelamp‘ attaching 
clip of theC bracket,“l‘said"lamp - adj us‘ting- clip‘ 
being shaped exactly the same as the stand‘- ' 

i‘ . speei?cationlof Letters Patent. Patented Apr. 15,1919. 
serial'm. 2441:,049. v ' ‘ ‘ ‘ 

ard attaching clip with the exception of a 
round bolt hole in the‘ lugs instead‘of a slot; 
andHFi‘g.‘ 6 is a perspective view of the pintle 
for Js'aid‘la‘mp attaching "clip, which pintle 
1s attached within the central portion of 
the‘ folded 'clipfprefer'ably by spot welding 
in'"'o'rderl to form‘ a’ hinged‘ ‘attachment to 
the lamp; Fig.7 is‘ a‘top plan ‘view show 
in‘g‘the complementary ‘adjustable relation 
of the doublehinged bracket support‘for 
the'lamp; ‘the adjustabil'ity of the lamp be 
lngjshown in dotte‘d‘line turned slightly to 
one side." Fig; 8 is an elevation of the lamp 
with‘jthe partsf ofthe‘ hinged ‘bracket sup 
p‘ortfso adjusted as to raise the level of the 
lamp; ‘ Figq‘9' is a‘ detail perspective ‘view 
of separatedparts. of the adjustable bracket 
support‘before assembling‘. ‘Fig. 10 is ‘a 
top plan'view ‘of. the assembled multiple 

arrangement of 'the- different parts shown in 
Fig. 7. ‘ Fig. 11 isian‘ elevation of a slight‘ 
modi?cation of one‘ ofthe clipsin the hinged 
bracket showing longer lugs having the slots 
for a double 'bolt attachment to a corre 
spondingly shaped clip; and‘ Fig. 12. shows 
a’perspective View of said ‘modi?ed form 
of the bracket hinge showing‘ the double bolt 
attachment‘of- the two parts or clips of the 
hinged‘bra‘cket which modi?ed form is un 
necessary except for heavy lamps, the sin 
gle ‘bolt hinge giving su?'icient clamping 
powerto rigidly supportthe average welght 
amp.~ -;- > w j - ‘ 

Like characters of‘refe'renc‘e refer/‘to cor 
responding parts in theseveral views. 
‘The numeral 15 designates the automobile 

lamp which? is preferably arranged‘ with 
projecting‘ eye portions 16 at each side to 
receive “therethrough the supporting ‘upper 
ends‘l7 of the two tined standard 18 which 
tines'ha'vethe enlargements l9 thereon‘ to 
hold'the lamp 15 in ‘a ?xed‘jand non-ad 
justing elevation in relation to‘ said fork. 
‘Adjustability is‘ given to the lamp 15 on 

the standard 18<by means of my reversible 
folding Ihinge or ‘bracket or hinge bracket 
20¢whichlcomprises the two double‘anguj 
larly shaped clips 21 and .‘ZQiIeac‘h of which 100 
clips’) are3 struck up from t e sheet metal 
asish‘own' in Fig. 5 with a lug at each end 
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thereof which double lugged blank is formed 
into an eye 23 for clip 21 by means of a 
suitable folding die and is attached around 
the pintle or non-headed bolt 24 preferably 
by spot welding the looped sheet metal to 
the pintle 24 to form the clip 22. The pintle _ 
24 is provided with a thread and nut on its 
exposed end to hingingly support the lamp 
thereon by insertion through the eye 16 
on the side of the lamp 15. An adjusting 
slot 25 is provided in the double lug of the 
clip 21 and a hole 26 in the double lug of 
the clip 22 to receive therethrough the hing 
ing or pivoting bolt 27 for the preferred 
form of the bracket 20. > 
A second adjusting slot 28 is provided in 

the clips 21 and 22 in the modi?ed form 
shown’ in Figs. 11 and 12 for supporting 
heavy weight lamps, an upper bolt 29 be 
ing provided through the upper slots 28 
which ?rmly fastens the two modi?ed hinged 
clips 21 and 22 in their adjusted position. 
In order to rigidly attach the clips 21 on 
the upper ends 17 of the standard 18 set 
screws 30 are provided through the sheet 
metal eye 23, said eye {being preferably 
strengthened by means of a spring clip 31 
which is sprung into and slipped to posi 
tion over about the center of the periphery 
of the eye portion 23 of the clip 21 and 
preferably spot welded in' said position to 
thereby stiffen and strengthen the eye 23 
and the holding power of the threaded set 
screw 30. The standard 18 may be sup 
ported on the frame, as shown in’ Fig. 2, or 
on any other portion of the machine. ‘ 
The leaves of the folded clips 21 and 22 

may be alternated by the insertion of a leaf 
from each clip between the leaves of the op 
posite clip, and when so clamped together by 
means of the clamping bolt 27 a strong 
clamping attachment is given to the hinged 
or pivotal joint formed between said clips 
21 and 22 by the bolt 27 so that a lamp 15 
will rarely move from the adjusted position. 
As hereinbefore stated, however, heavy 
lamps are firmly held by the additional bolt 
29 in the upper portion of the interrelated 
or hinge clips. 
The double lugged clips may be assembled 

in three different forms to adjust the level 
of the lamp. For example, in Fig. 1 wher - 
in the lamp is held in the same elevation 
which it would have if attached directly to 

. 55“ the upper end 17 of the standard 18; or the 
elevation of the lamp may be lowered by 
turning the clips as shown in Fig. 2, or may 
be raised by turning said clips as ‘shown in 
Fig. 8. The lamp will be held firmly in the 
adjusted position by the bolts 27 and set 
screws 30 or for heavy lamps by the addi 
tional bolts 29. ' 
The complementary nature of the con 

struction of the multiple hinge brackets is 

1,300,860 

clearly shown in the top plan view in Fig. 
7, each of the multiple hinge brackets 20 
having a pivotal point formed by the eye 23 
and standard end 17 and the pintle 24 in the 
eye 16 on the lamp 15 for adjustment in a 
horizontal plane, and the bolt 27 in the hole 
26 in slot 25 for vertical adjustment, heavy 
lamps having the additional bolt 29 in the 

' slots 28. Said multiple hinge points will 
provide means for vertical as well as hori 
z'ontal or sidewise adjustment, each of the 
brackets20 adapting itself to the other when~ 
ever the set screws 30 or clamping screws 27 
and 29 are released sufficiently to permit of 
horizontal or vertical adjustment, after 
which said set screws or bolts may be tight: 
ened thereby rendering the hinge brackets 20 
rigid in their support of and relation to the 
lamp 15 and forked standard 18 in the pre 
determined ‘position. 
The lugs onthe modi?ed form of bracket 

shown in Figs. 11 and 12 are preferably of 
sufficient length to provide wide spacing be 
tween the clampingbolts 27 and 29‘so that 
the rigidity of the holding power of- the 
bracket for heavy lamps may not be im 
paired; . ' 7 

It is apparent that a single hinge bracket 
20 might be used to supportthe lamp 15 
without departing from my invention and 
allowing vertical and sidewise adjustment of 
the lamp, though such a support would not 
be as satisfactorysince it could not as rig 
idly support the lamp. ’ 

I claim-as new :-— ‘ - - 

1. In a lamp mounting, a two-point sup 
port, connections between _ the respective 
points of the support and points on oppo 
site sides of the lamp and means whereby to 
enable the connections to be independently 
adjusted and ?xed after adjustment so as to 
increase or decrease the distance between the 
respective points of ‘the support and said 
points on opposite sides of the lamp. 

2. In a lamp mounting, a two~point sup 
port, connections between the respective 
points of the support and points on opposite 
sides of the lamp and means whereby to en 
able the connections to be independently ad 
justed and fixed after adjustment so as to 
increase or decrease the distance between the 
respective points of the support. and said 
points on opposite sides of the lamp, and to 
also allow the lamp to have pivotal move 
ment so as to incline same to the vertical. 

3. A lamp support comprising a lamp, 3. 
standard for said lamp,'and a reversible 
hinge bracket pivotally connected to both 
said‘ standard and lamp‘ to allow vertical and 
horizontal adjustmentof said lamp and to 
permit change in the elevation of said lamp. 

4. A lamp support comprising a lamp, a 
suitable standard for‘ said ‘lamp, and ‘a re 
versible hinge composed ‘of L-shaped clips 
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pivotallyi connecting said‘ standard 7‘ and lamp 
which: permits verticalii‘iand ""s'idewis'e'iadju'st‘i 
mei‘iti'offsai‘d lam'pj‘iand change of elevation 
for the same. , 

5. A lamp supportcomp-risingiiiiii-lamp, a 
suitable standard foris‘ai-d llamp;azreversible 
hinge bracket composed?-of*‘l:isha~ped clips 
hinged to one another, each of said L-shaped 
clips" comprising‘ "folded penalise-"interwar" ‘ 
ing portions, a pivot pin in one of saidiii'ii 
terleaving portions for pivotal attachment to 
said lamp, and the other interleaving por 
tion having an eye to pivotally receive said 
standard. _ 

6. In a lamp adjuster, a two-point sup 
port, independent supporting connections be 
tweenthe two points of the support- and op 
posite sides of the lamp, and means whereby 
to allow relative pivotal movement of the 
lamp and extension and contraction of the 
connections. 
7 . In a lamp adjuster, a sup-port, and ex 

tensible and contractile means between the 
lamp and support for supporting the lamp 
so as to allow sidewrise adjustments of the 
latter and rigid securement thereof after ad 
justment. 

8. In a lamp support, a standard, a pair 
of members one of which is secured at one 
end to the standard and the otherof which 
is reversibly secured at one end to the lamp, 
and means to adj ustably connect the opposite 
ends of said members together. 

9. In a lamp support, a sup-portingmem 
her, a pair of reversible elements connected 
at one end to the lamp and member respec 
tively, and means whereby to connect the ele 
ments to each other at their opposite ends 
so as to allow reversal thereof. 

10. In a lamp support, a sup-porting mem 
ber, a pair of reversible elements for con 
necting the lamp to the member, said ele 
ments having sockets at one end and spaced 
interengaged parts at their opposite ends, 
and means to connect said parts. 

11. In a lamp support, a support proper, 
and a pair of pivotally united substantially 
L-shaped members one of which is connected 
to the lamp and the other to the support 
proper. ‘ 

12. In a lamp adjuster, a support, and ex‘ 
tensible and contractile means between the 
lamp and support for supporting the lamp, 
so as to allow sidewise adjustments of the 
latter and to also allow the lamp to have 
pivotal movement so as to incline same to the 
vertical. 

13. The combination of a lamp, a forked 
bracket standard having a support, separate 
pivotally attached connecting brackets be 
tween, each of the tines of said forked bracket 
standard and different portions of said 
lamp, and means to render rigid said pivotal 
attachment of said connecting brackets. 

a9714“ Atrlanip‘l'support comprising a“plura.l-‘ 
ity of-“vertically‘and horizontally adjustable 
brackets, said "brackets being individually 
and? jointly "reversible. = ‘ ’ ' I 

65 

‘ " 15.? Ailamp support comprising a plural- " 
ity? of brackets,‘ said brackets composed‘of 
clips hinged to one‘ another-to tilt‘ vertically 
and hinged to said lamp to turn horizontally 
in‘ ‘unison ‘with one1 another; ' 

' ‘1'6'.“A lamp support comprising a forked 
standard, two pairs of struck up clips hinged 
to one another in their central portions to 
form two brackets which are adjustable ver 
tically, said brackets pivotally attached to 
said forked standard one to each tine at one 
end and the other ends pivotally attached 
to the ‘opposite sides of the lamp to move 
sidewise in unison with each other. 

17. A lamp support comprising a bracket 
composed of clips struck up from sheet metal 
having interlapping lugs hinged to one an 
other, a p-intle on one of said clips for piv 
otal attachment to the lamp, the other clip 
having an eye for pivotal attachment on a 
supporting standard, and a set screw through 
the wall of said eye to hold said clip‘ and 
bracket against pivotal movement. 

18. In a lamp support, a standard, and a 
connection between the standard and lamp 
including a pair of elements having similar 
interengaging parts. I 

19. In a lamp support, a standard, and a 
connection between the standard and lamp 
including a pair of substantially similar ele 
ments. 

20. In a lamp support, a standard and a 
connection between the standard and lamp 
composed of a pair of members pivoted to 
gether at a point between the lamp and 
standard. 

21. In a lamp support, a standard, and a 
connection between the lamp and standard 
composed of a pair of members having inter 
engaged parts, one of the members being re 
versible. 

22. In a lamp support, a standard, and a 
pair of interengaging elements connecting 
the standard and lamp, one of the elements 
being engageable with the other at both the 
top and bottom thereof. 

23. In a lamp support, a connection be 
tween the lamp and support including a pair 
of members individually and jointly re 
versible. 

24. In a lamp adjuster, a two-point sup 
port, and independent extensible and con 
tractile connections between the two points 
of the support and opposite sides of the 
lamp. 

25. In a lamp support, a standard, and a 
connection between the lamp and standard 
including a pair of members having inter 
leaved portions. 

26. In a lamp. support, a standard, and 
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a connection between the lamp and standard In testimony whereof I have a?'ixed my 
including a pair of members connected at signature inv the presence of two Witnesses. 
their outer ends to- the lamp and standard > ‘ > _ a . ' 

respectively and means to connect the inner ' OTHO M‘ OTTE'V 
ends of the members to each other at a point Witnesses :j ‘ ‘ -_ 
between the lamp and standard, one of the . H. A. SANDBERG,‘ 
members beingr reversible. - i ' - I._ E.‘ NORDSTROM. , 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing tlie “Commissioner of Paten?,‘ 
-- I a ‘ . Washington, VI). 0.” _ ' a - a a 


